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Group-A 

 
1. ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS  FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:-                     1x10=10 

 

i) What is the preferred way for adding a background  color in HTML? 

a) <body background="yellow"> 

b) <background>yellow</background> 

c) < body style="background-color:yellow"> 

d) <background color="yellow">text<background> 

e)     None of these 

 

ii) What is the correct HTML for creating a hyperlink? 

a) <a name="">A</a> 

b) <a>B</a> 

c) <a href="http://www.example.com">example</a> 

d) <a url="http://www.example.com">example</a 

e)  None of these 

 

iii) How can you create an e-mail link? 

a) <mail href="a@b"> 

b) <mail>a@b</mail> 

c) <a href="a@b"> 

d) <a href="mailto:a@b.com"> 

e)  None of these 

 

iv)  How can you open a link in a new browser window? 

a) <a href="url" new> 

b) <a href="url" target="new"> 

c) <a href="url" target="_blank"> 

d) <a href="url" target=""> 

e) None of thes 

 

 v)  Which of these tags are all <table> tags? 

a) <table><head><tfoot> 

b) <table><tr><td> 

c) <table><tr><tt> 

d) <thead><body><tr> 

e) None of thoese 

 

 

 

 



 

 

vi)Which of the following JavaScript cannot do? 

a) JavaScript can react to events 

b) JavaScript can manipulate HTML elements 

c) JavaScript can be use to validate data 

d) All of the Above 

e) None of these 

 

vii) Whats so great about XML? 

a) Easy data exchange 

b) High speed on network 

c) Only B.is correct 

d) Both A & B 

e) None of these 

 

viii) Which is not a property of attribute Behaviour of <Marquee> tag? 

a) Alternate 

b) blur 

c) scroll 

d) slide 

e) None of these 

 

ix)_________ keyword is used to declare variables in javascript. 

a) Var 

b) Dim 

c) String 

d) All  of the above 

 e)None of these 

 

x) The attribute used to define a new namespace is. 

a) XMLNS 

b) XmlNameSpace 

c) Xmlns 

d) XmlNs 

e)None of these 

 

 

GROUP-B 

 

    2.  Answer any five questions from the followings: -               2x5=10 

 
i) Do all HTML tags comes in a pair. 

ii) How do you insert a comment in HTML. 

iii) Do all character entities display properly on all system? 

iv) What is the advantage of collapsing white space? 

v) How do you create link to sections within the same page? 

vi) Does a hyperlink apply on text only? 

vii) How do you create multicoloured text in a webpage? 

viii) Write an HTML table tag sequence that output of the following 

50  pcs 100 500 

10  pcs   5    50 

 

 



 

                                                              GROUP-C 

             

 
           3. Answer any four questions from the following:           5 x 4 = 20 

 

i)  a) Explain attributes of the HTML from tag. 

      b) Discuss any three CSS properties                                                         (3 + 2 = 5) 

ii)   Write a java Script program to create simple calculator. 

iii)   Create a horizontal navigation bar in div using external CSS, 

which contains home ,about, gallery enquiry and contact menus. 

In addition ,create the same bar in vertical alignment in another 

DIV in the same page. 

iv) a)What do you  mean by blogging website? 

      b)Write a program in JavaScript to demonstrate the use of 

          if statement in java script.                                                                   (2 + 3 = 5) 

v) Control statement in java script explain with an example. 

vi) Explain the rules Associated with XML  Syntax .Describe the use of escaping 

delimiter character in XML.                                                                           (3 + 2 = 5)                                       

GROUP-D 

 

4. Answer any One questions from the following:          10x1=10 

 

  i)   a) Explain various data types used in JavaScript  

b) Write a JavaScript find to factorial of a number                                   ( 5 + 5 = 10 ) 

    ii)   Explain pattern matching. What are the different meta characters used in pattern matching? 

 

 

                         ------------------------------------------------ 


